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English Reading: Effective Comprehension Strategy 
Instruction 
Fu-yuan Shen?  
Abstract  
Text comprehension instruction aims to improve students’ reading comprehension by 
teaching them comprehension strategies. Proficient readers employ multiple 
comprehension strategies to meet the challenges in reading; on the other hand, struggling 
readers have no idea of making use of comprehension strategies, thus being unable to 
overcome reading difficulties. The main purpose of this article is to explore how to design 
effective strategy instruction. The study first identifies the comprehension strategies 
proposed by the National Reading Panel, addresses their importance in reading teaching, 
and discusses the basic principles of creating teaching activities. Subsequently several 
teaching activities are introduced, e.g. paraphrasing, reciprocal teaching, teaching 
narrative text structure awareness, speaking and listening activities, and Collaborative 
Strategic Reading. These instructional activities can be applied in the reading class to 
enhance students’ text comprehension ability. 
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          Reading 
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???(Block & Pressley, 2002; Kincade & Beach, 1996; Pearson & Fielding, 1991; 
Pressley, 2006; RAND, 2002)????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????




(teaching narrative text structure awareness)?????(speaking and listening activities)?
????????(Collaborative Strategic Reading, CSR)????????????
????????????????????????????? 
???????? 
    ??????????(National Reading Panel, NRP) (National Institute of Child 








??? (August & Shanahan, 2006)??????????????(Armbruster, Lehr, 







































































5 ??????(recognizing story structure)?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
???(Baumann & Bergeron, 1993; Dymock, 2007)?????????????
?????????????(initial events)????????(internal reaction)?
?????????????????????????(Calfee  &  Patrick,  
1995;  Dymock  & Nicholson, 1999)???????????????(story 
maps)???????????????????????????????? 
 














 ???????(making use of prior knowledge)????????????
????????????????????? (Anstey & Freebody, 1987; 




 ???????(using mental imagery)????????????????









& Pressley, 2002; Calfee & Patrick, 1995; Gaskins, 2003; RAND, 2002; Sweet & Snow, 
2003)??????????????????????????????????










???Pilonieta and Medina (2009)????????????????????
(1)??????(2)????????????????????????(3)???
?????????????????????????????????????










???(Bakken, Mastropieri, & Scruggs, 1997; Ellis & Graves, 1990; Schumaker & 

































?? 4 ???(The Fab Four): ??-???(Paula the Predictor)?????-???
(Clarence the Clarifier)???-???(Quinn the Questioner)???-?????(Sammy 
the Summarizer)??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? Wolves in Yellowstone (Houk, 1995)
??????????????????????????? 
 
 ??-???(Paula the Predictor)  
???????????????????????? 
Hello, I am Paula the Predictor, and I love to make predictions about the future. I also 
love to make predictions about what is going to happen in books. Let me look at this book 
and make a prediction. I see pictures of wolves and hunting, so I think I will learn how 
wolves hunt and live. What do you think you will learn from this book? (Stricklin, 2011, p. 
620) 
 
 ????-???(Clarence the Clarifier)  
??????????????????????? 
Good morning, I am Clarence the Clarifier, and I like to solve mysteries. I look for clues 
that help me understand words and ideas. I see this word pack [hold magnifying glass 
over the word]. I know I can get clues by reading before and after the word. Ah, I see that 
wolves can be in a pack or wolves can be alone. If you’re not alone, you’re with others, so 
pack must mean a group of wolves. That reminds me of a six pack of Coke. Another 
important part of my job is interviewing people. Who can tell me more about a pack? 
(Stricklin, 2011, p. 621) 
 





Welcome to the game show Reading Is Fun, where you get the chance to ask and answer 
questions for a cash prize! I’m your host, Quinn the Questioner. I’ll ask the first question 
for $100. Who can answer the following “what” question: “What is the name for a group 
of wolves?” [student answers correctly] That’s right! You win $100! [hand out play 
money] Now, who can ask a “why” question for $1,000? (Stricklin, 2011, p. 621) 
 
 ??-?????(Sammy the Summarizer) 
??????????????????????? 
Howdy, folks. I am Sammy the Summarizer. I like to lasso cows, but I also like to lasso 
information about a story. The information has to be short and to the point [make lasso 
small]. This page was about how black, gray, and silver–blue wolves gather in a pack and 
howl at the moon. Yeehaw—that’s it! (Stricklin, 2011, p. 621) 
 
?????????????????Stricklin (2011) ??????????

















???“I wonder …” or “I think that …” 
???“I was confused about …” or “I don’t understand …” 
???“How …?” or “Why …?” 









 ????(partner sharing)??????????? 
 ???(response cards)????????????????(smiley face card)?
?????????(frown face card)? 
 ???(face-to-face)?????????????????? 
 ???(passing notes)??????????????????????? 
 
???????????????????????(Ash, 2005; Goodman, 
2005; Oczkus, 2010; Palincsar & Brown, 1986; Spörer, Brunstein, & Kieschke, 2009)??
????????????????????????(English Language Learners)
??????????(García, Jensen, & Scribner, 2009)? 
 
??????????(teaching narrative text structure awareness) 
???????????????????(Baumann & Bergeron, 1993; Calfee 
& Patrick, 1995; Dymock & Nicholson, 1999)??????????????????
?????????????????????????(story grammar)?????













































?? Dymock (2007) 
 
????????????????????? (appearance)????? 
(personality)???????? The Lorax (Seuss, 1971)?????????????
















?? Dymock (2007) 
 










(make inference)??????????(use knowledge of text structure)??????
(visualize)???????????????????????????????
(generate and answer questions)???????(retell and summarize)???????








????????? ???(Telling Tales) 
?? ??????(Character Hot Seat) 
????????? ????(Pick-a-Plot) 
????? ??????(Three-Step Freeze Frames) 




























































(?) ????(Interviewing a Character) 
??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???? “What is the most important information here for my purpose?” ? “What 









??????????????P (??predict)?A (?? ask questions)?R (?? retell)?















??????????(Collaborative Strategic Reading, CSR) 




(collaborative learning)??????? CSR????? L1????????? ESL
??????????(Chang & Shimizu, 1997; Klingner, 1997)? 
??? CSR?????????????????????????????
?????????????(Klingner & Vaughn, 1999)? 
 
??? ???? 1 ???????????????? 
2 ??????????????????? 
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??????????(comprehension skills) (Kelly, Moore, & Tuck, 2001; Pressley, 
Wharton-McDonald, Mistretta-Hampston, & Echevarria, 1998; Spörer, Brunstein, & 







                                                        
2?? CSR?????????????(Book Club)(McMahon & Raphael, 1997)????(Literature 
Circles) (Daniels, 2002; Shorts, 1995)??????(Instructional Conversations) (Tharp & Gallimore, 
1991)?????????(Interactive Strategic Discussion, ISD) (Shen, 2012)???????? L1?
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